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Creativity at its best
Taking creativity to a higher level is the aim of the Create Away
courses. From landscape to fine art, the Create Away team offers
expert tuition, stunning locations and the chance to take your
photography one step further

Don’t forget that
Create Away also offer
non-photographic cultural
courses, as well as
organising some fantastic
activities such as horseriding, painting, wine-tasting
and cookery – so partners
can enjoy themselves while
you are concentrating on
your photography.

B

ased in the glorious
Camargue area of
southern France, which
encompasses the Rhone delta
in the east and a series of salt
marshes in the west, Create
Away offers some fabulous
courses for photographers.
The area is famous not only
for its landscape and wildlife
but for its wild horses, and
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Create Away make the most
of all these features with
their dedicated workshops.
Alongside this, they are
now offering some unique
new courses including Fine
Art Photography with fashion
and portrait photographer
Nicolas Bertrand and
Create Away director Serge
Krouglikoff, whose vast

experience in editorial
photography includes
working for Vogue and
Harpers. Working with
professional models, in small
groups, the shoots will take
place in secluded locations in
the spectacular Camargue
landscape, using the natural
environment as both
backdrop and prop.

Photographers will be
guided through the process
of directing the model and
exploring light and form.
A wide range of accessories,
from reflectors to flash, will
be provided to ensure that
images have that professional
look. Emphasis, here, is on
developing an individual
photographic style and there

will be plenty of advice on
technique. When it comes to
post-processing and editing
work, Nicolas and Serge will
be on hand to guide and
advise. This Fine Art course
is aimed at the experienced or
intermediate photographer.
For the nature loving
photographer, nothing could
be more exciting than
photographing the wild white
horses of the Camargue. Set
among unspoiled wetlands,
natural lakes and marshland,
the horses are guided through
their natural habitat by
Guardians at dawn and dusk,
offering photographers the
chance of fabulous images.
Whether you are an
experienced photographer or
a complete beginner, you will
be given expert guidance in

the fundamentals of
photography right up to
the most sophisticated
techniques, including
post-production.
It’s a chance for that once
in a lifetime shot. n
For your stay in the
Camargue, you will be
booked into a charming
hotel in the medieval
town of Aigues-Mortes,
where you can discover
the fascinating buildings
and city life – providing
great opportunities
for photography!
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